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Free software is a matter of the users’
freedom to run, copy, distribute, study,
change and improve the software.
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
Free software: freedom 0 4
The freedom
to run the program,
for any purpose.
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
Free software: freedom 1 5
The freedom
to study how the program works,
and adapt it to your needs.
Access to the source code
is a precondition for this.
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
Free software: freedom 2 6
The freedom
to redistribute copies
so you can help your neighbor.
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
Free software: freedom 3 7
The freedom
to improve the program,
and release your improvements
to the public,
so that the whole community
benefits.
Access to the source code








a complete software system





• the largest GNU/Linux distribution
• available for various hardware
Debian GNU/Linux 11
• Software:
over 8 000 packages
• Hardware:
· Intel x86 (PC),
· Motorola 680x0 (Atari, Amiga, Macintosh),
· PowerPC (Macintosh: iMac, . . . ),
· . . .
Debian: over 8 000 software packages 12
How to find software
related to Japanese language
and available in Debian?
GNU/Linux CJK support 13
http://www.suse.de/~mfabian/suse-cjk/ 14
Jim Breen’s dictionaries 15
Jim Breen
Monash University
School of Computer Science and Software Engineering
Electronic Dictionary Research and Development Group
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/groups/edrdg/
Jim Breen’s dictionaries 16
. . . in February 2003 it was decided to
make the files more freely available for
use, both commercial and
non-commercial, subject to a number of
conditions mainly to ensure adequate and
appropriate acknowledgement.
Free of charge, but not free!
Kiten - browsing kanji 17
Kiten - kanji drill 18
Gjiten - Japanese/English dictionary lookup 19
Gjiten - English/Japanese dictionary lookup 20
Gjiten - kanji search by strokes 21
Gjiten - selecting a radical 22
Gjiten - kanji search by radical 23











- Japanese calligraphy” tool on X
chasen
a Japanese Morphological Analysis System
Debian package xshodo 27
XShodo, formerly known as XBakuzan, is a
program to enjoy a virtual ”SHODO” on X.
Without writing brushes ’fude’ and Indian
ink ’sumi’, XShodo may help you produce
the fine art of KANJI writing or painting.
Debian package chasen 28
ChaSen is a morphological analysis system.
It can segment and tokenize Japanese text
string, and can output with many additional
informations (pronunciation, semantic
information, and others). It will print the
result of such an operation to the standard














Japanese AIST Knoppix 32
Japanese AIST Knoppix 33
Standard Knoppix 34
Some support for Japanese
(and Polish)
available on standard Knoppix!
• GNU Emacs
GNU Emacs 35
GNU Emacs – some features 36
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/
• Content sensitive major modes for a wide
variety of file types, from plain text to source
code to HTML files.
• Complete online documentation, including a
tutorial for new users.
• Highly extensible through the Emacs Lisp
language.
• Support for many languages and their scripts.
GNU Emacs Japanese input method 37
GNU Emacs on MS Windows 38
WNPTW
Selected tools
for multilingual text processing
for Windows 95/98/NT/2000 and PC computers





Debian GNU/Linux system, in particular Knoppix
or its variant, provides facilities needed for writing
and editing Japanese texts at no cost.
Migration to Debian can be done smoothly, by
starting to use the GNU Emacs editor on a
MS Windows-based computer.
Errata to Book of Abstracts 40
Missing references:
JSB01:
Janusz S. Bień: Teksty wielojęzyczne w edytorze
GNU Emacs [Multilingual texts in GNU Emacs




Michał Piskorski: Języki dalekowschodnie i pakiet
CJK [Far East languages and CJK package; in
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